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Summary
Conclusions

• Initial characterization of 19 pouch cells for ongoing calendaric aging tests. 

• Parameterization of an equivalent circuit model

• Good agreement with experimental data at different C-rates.

• Outlook: Use of model for state of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH) 

diagnosis of lithium-ion batteries.

Motivation

• Increasing importance of LIB for stationary energy storage and electric vehicles.

• Equivalent circuit (EC) models are useful for control and diagnosis of lithium-ion 

batteries. 

• The aging behavior of lithium-ion batteries is relevant for all applications. With the 

help of calendaric aging tests we want to investigate the aging behavior of the 

present cells. 

Parametrization of EC modelInitial characterization
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Cell

• Pouch cell from Enertech International (South Korea).

• Nominal capacity 20 Ah, nominal voltage 3.7 V.

• Negative electrode made of graphite (LiC6) and positive 

electrode made of lithium nickel manganese cobalt 

oxide (NMC) and lithium manganese oxide (LMO) blend. 

Initial characterization experiments

• Activation (10 cycles with CCCV charge and discharge).

• Cell voltage: 𝑉cell = 𝑉hys
0 − 𝑉s − 𝑉RC1

• Open circuit voltage: 𝑉hys
0 = 𝑉0(SOCsurf) − 𝜂hys ∙ sgn(𝐼cell)

• Voltage drops: d𝑉RC1
d𝑡

=
1

𝐶1
𝐼cell −

𝑉RC1
𝑅1

𝑉s = 𝐼cell ∙ 𝑅s

• Bulk diffusion: 𝐼D = 𝐷 ∙ (SOCsurf − SOCbulk)
d𝑄bulk
d𝑡

= 𝐼D

• Charge throughput: d𝑄surf
d𝑡

= −𝐼cell − 𝐼D

• State of Charge:
SOCsurf =

𝑄surf
𝐶N∙ 𝑓surf

SOCbulk =
𝑄bulk

𝐶N∙ (1 − 𝑓surf)

SOC =
(𝑄surf + 𝑄bulk)

𝐶N

Validation of EC model
• Successful validation with help of full cycles and half cycles. 

• Good agreement between measurements and simulated data. 

• We used the initial characterization experiments of cell #5 to parameterize the 

equivalent circuit model. 

• The open circuit voltage is calculated as function of Li stoichiometry in both 

active materials. The open-circuit voltage source include a solid-state 

diffusion model, which fitted to the charge and discharge experiments.

• OCV hysteresis is calculated from measured voltage at 50 % SOC through a 

linear extrapolation to 0 A.

• Nominal capacity CN are obtained from the charge and discharge experiments 

at 0.05 C.

• The serial resistance Rs and the capacitance C1 are calculated from 

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. 

• Resistor R1 is fitted as function of Li stoichiometry to resistance curves. The 

resistance curves are calculated from the charge and discharge experiments. 

The summation of Rs and R1 results in the internal resistance.

𝑅S = 1.1305 ∙ 10−3 Ω

𝐶1 =
1

2𝜋∙𝑓g∙𝑅1(SOC=50%)

=
1

2𝜋 ∙ 10.81
1

s
∙1.59∙10−3 Ω

= 9.27 F

2 ∙ 𝜂hys = 0.0185 V

Experimental characterization of 20 Ah lithium-ion pouch cells with 

blend cathode and parameterization of an equivalent circuit model 

• Charge and discharge experiments 

(CCCV protocol).

• Capacity test with 0.25 C.

• Open circuit voltage with 0.05 C.

• Pulse test with from 0.25 C to 0.05 C.

• Electrochemical impedance             

spectroscopy (EIS) at 50 % SOC.

• All experiments performed at 25 °C.


